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Application of a generalized methodology for quantitative thermal
diffusivity depth profile reconstruction in manufactured inhomogeneous
steel-based materials

Mahendra Munidasa,a) Frank Funak, and Andreas Mandelisb)

Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Toronto and Manufacturing Research Corporation of
Ontario, 5 King’s College Road, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 3G8 Canada

~Received 29 August 1997; accepted for publication 20 November 1997!

Several applications will be presented using an inversion methodology based on the generalized
theoretical formulation@J. Appl. Phys.80, 5570 ~1996!# of the Hamilton-Jacobi formulation of
thermal-wave physics to the problem of photothermal radiometric depth profilometry of the thermal
diffusivity of inhomogeneous solids. In the depth profile reconstruction algorithm three channels of
information, namely, the amplitude, the phase, and the derivative of phase, of the photothermal
signal are utilized to reduce multiple solutions to a single consistent and continuous solution.
Wherever possible, diffusivity profiles are compared with those resulting from destructive
microhardness testing. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~98!04305-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thermal diffusivity which depends on the microstru
tural properties of a material, is very sensitive to the chan
that take place in the material as a result of surface mo
cation processes such as laser processing, case hardenin
coating deposition. Considering this change in thermal dif
sivity and the typical penetration depths involved~a few mi-
crometers to a couple of millimeters!, photothermal tech-
niques have proven to be a good nondestructive
noncontact method of profiling these subsurfa
inhomogeneities.1–3 Here the penetration depth is govern
by the frequency-dependent thermal diffusion leng
m5(2a/v)1/2, wherea is the thermal diffusion length an
v is the angular modulation frequency of the laser be
intensity.

In recent years several attempts have been made in
verting these data to reconstruct thermal diffusivity~conduc-
tivity ! depth profiles, which are summarized in Ref. 4. In th
article we will use the inversion methodology based on
generalized theoretical formulation described in Ref. 4 w
added improvements, to investigate manufactured st
based materials.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus
shown in Fig. 1. An Ar1 laser ~514 nm! modulated by an
acousto-optic modulator is directed onto the sample surf
The emitted infrared~IR! radiation from the sample surfac
is collected and focused onto the detector using two off-a
paraboloidal mirrors.5 The detector is a liquid N2 cooled
HgCdTe element with an active area of 1 mm2 and a spec-
trally selective range of 2–12mm. A germanium window
with a transmission bandwidth of 2–14mm is mounted in
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front of the detector to block any visible radiation from th
pump laser. The pump beam spot size is made much la
than the maximum profiling depth,m(vmin), to maintain the
one-dimensional heat diffusion formalism assumed in
theory. The detector signal is preamplified before being s
to a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier outputs, ampl
tude and phase, are recorded at a range of laser modul
frequencies. A detailed description of this experimental p
cedure can be found elsewhere.2

III. THEORY

An exponential thermal diffusivity (as) profile of the
form

as~x!5a0S 11De2qx

11D D 2

~1!

is assumed, where

D5
12AaL /a0

AaL /a02e2qL
~2!

and a0, aL , q are constants representing the values of
thermal diffusivity at the two boundary surfaces (x50, L) of
the inhomogeneous material layer, and the diffusivity gra
ent, respectively. The expression for the surface tempera
T(0,v) is given by4

T~0,v!5Q0~v!~RL21!~e2sLJL21!~11de2H~L !

2e22H~L !!F12
RL

Rb
S 11gbL

12gbLe22sLLDe2sLLG
1Q0~v!RLS 11gbLe22sLL

12gbLe22sLLD , ~3!

whereQ0 is the thermal-wave field at the surface of a so
with constant thermophysical propertiesa0 andk0 and
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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s j5~11 i !A v

2a j
; j [0, L, ~4a!

g i j [
12Ri j

11Ri j
; Ri j [

ei

ej
; Rj[R0 j5

R0

Rj
, ~4b!

H~L !5~11 i !A v

2aL
F 12e2qL

12A~a0 /aL!e2qLG FL2
1

2q
lnS ao

aL
D G . ~4c!

Hereei5(kir ici)
1/2 is the thermal effusivity of material (i ), with densityr i , specific heatci , and thermal conductivityki .

Therefore,Ri j represents the thermal coupling coefficient at the interface between layers (i ) and (j ).
Furthermore,

sLJL5sLL2H~L !, ~4d!

de2H~L !5F S 11gb0e22s0L

12gboe
22s0LD2RLS 11gbLe22sLL

12gbLe22sLLD G
3

e2[H~L !2s0L]

~RL21!~e2~sL2s0!L21!@12 ~RL /Rb! $~11gbL!/~12gbLe22sLL!%e2sLL#
1e2[s0L1H~L !]2e2[H~L !2s0L] .
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The surface temperature response to the incident op
beam on the sample is normalized by the surface tempera
response to the same beam at the same frequency of a
infinite homogeneous material~reference!. This gives a data
pair for each frequency, namely amplitude ratio and ph
difference between sample and reference. The normali
procedure is necessary for the correct accounting of all
quency dependencies in the apparatus other than that d
the investigated sample. Theoretical values of the data p
are calculated by Eq.~4! where

uM ~v!u3eiDf~v!5Right-hand side of Eq.~3!. ~5!

uM (v)u is the amplitude ratio andDf(v) is the phase dif-
ference at angular frequencyv.

The values of amplitude, phase, and the derivative of
phase are compared with the experimental values in ca
lating the local parametersa0, aL , andq at each frequency

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the photothermal radiometric experime
setup.
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using the numerical search algorithm described in Ref.
The method used is a multidimensional secant met
known as Broyden’s method.6 Although in Ref. 4 only am-
plitude and phase were used, the general procedure is
same except for the fact that the addition of the use of
derivative of the phase allows for the search for all thr
parametersa0, aL , and q. Matching the derivative of the
phase data to the derivative of the phase of the solution a
another constraint. This new approach considerably redu
the number of multiple solutions obtained prior to this dev
opment. The derivative of the phase data is calculated
merically and is used as an additional column of data alo
with amplitude and phase. The derivative is obtained w
respect to 1/~frequency!1/2 instead of frequency due to nu
merical reasons. In our earlier method4 it was necessary to
fix one parameter, and search for the other two. If the al
rithm could not find a solution, the fixed parameter w
changed manually and the search resumed. This was
consuming and also led to multiple solutions. Multiple so
tions are an inevitable consequence of the ill-posed natur
the thermal-wave~and generally any diffusion-wave! inverse
problem. The accepted solution is the one that has the m
mum success rate in determining individual solutions at
experimental frequencies over the entire frequency ra
used. Inclusion of the derivative also allows the smooth tr
sition of the solutions from one frequency to the next.

In reconstructing depth profiles from data it is very im
portant to first find a reliable set of initial values fora0, aL ,
andq. This could be achieved by finding the best fit to t
first two to three points~high frequency end! to the theoret-
ical values calculated from Eq.~4! assuming a single profile
of the form given by Eq.~2!.

IV. DATA AND RESULTS

We investigated two case-hardened steel samples m
of C15 steel.7 The surface hardening of these samples

al
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been achieved by dissolving additional carbon through
surface~carburization! and subsequent thermal treatment.3 In
the two samples investigated here, the thickness of the h
ened layer was varied by changing the carburization t
from sample to sample. The sample surfaces were polis
to avoid any influence from surface roughness.

The photothermal amplitude and the phase data in
frequency range of 2 Hz–50 kHz obtained from the tw
samples normalized to a reference sample are shown in
2. The corresponding hardness profiles are shown in Fig
The hardening depth for sample 1 is about 450mm and for
sample No. 2 it is 600mm. The steel samples could b
treated as layers of thicknessL ~in this case 2 mm! on a
homogeneous substrate~air!. The peak in the phase data an
the sharp drop in the phase at low frequencies are clearly
results of the presence of the back boundary. A simple
culation using the average diffusivity of carbon steel and
Opsal and Rosencwaig theory8 for a homogeneous layer o
thicknessL shows that the presence of the back boundar
‘‘seen’’ ~deviation from245° phase! in the backscattered
signal from the front surface around 20 Hz which cor
sponds to a penetration depth of about 425mm. Therefore, it
is necessary to use a finite thickness layer theory for de

FIG. 2. Photothermal amplitude and phase data from two case-hard
steel samples of thickness 2 mm.

FIG. 3. Reconstructed thermal diffusivity depth profile from the data in F
2 and the profile after machining sample No. 2 to 1 mm thickness for
case-hardened steel samples and the corresponding microhardness pr
Downloaded 18 Jul 2008 to 128.100.49.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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reconstruction in order to obtain a reliable profile beyond t
depth for these samples. The resulting diffusivity profil
together with the available7 microhardness profiles ar
shown in Fig. 3.

Although our diffusivity profiles do not show an ident
cal inverse relation to the hardness profiles, the variati
from sample to sample are well correlated. It should be no
here that the microhardness measurements were perfor7

not on the same sample but on a different set of samp
assumed to be identical. The limiting factor that prohibit
the profile to be obtained down to the other side of t
samples from data taken from the opposite side was
three-dimensional~lateral! heat flow that was not taken int
account in the theory. This effect becomes significant
depths> 1 mm in the present samples.

To confirm the validity of our finite thickness recon
struction methodology the following procedure was p
formed. The sample No. 2 was machined down to a thi
ness of 1 mm from the side opposite to the profile shown
Fig. 3. Then data were collected again from the ca
hardened side and also from the machined side. The re
structed profiles are shown in Fig. 4. A portion of the profi
obtained from the data taken from the hardened side of
1-mm-thick sample No. 2 is also shown in Fig. 3 to compa
with the profile reconstructed when that sample was 2 m
thick. The difference between those two profiles in Fig. 3
the tolerance of our reconstruction methodology. The diff
ence in the two profiles reconstructed from opposite si
can be attributed to the inability to obtain very reliable r
constructions at very low frequencies. The major reason
that is the three-dimensional effects which were not tak
into account in the theory. Our experiments show that
keep the heat flow as one dimensional as possible, not
does the laser beam spot size have to be large compare
the thermal-wave penetration depth, but also the spatial
tensity profile of the beam has to be flat. Even though
beam is very large, its Gaussian nature introduces th
dimensional effects which are difficult to normalize out.
future work it is recommended to insert Gaussian-beam fl
tening optics~‘‘top-hat’’ spatial distribution! to the beam
delivery path of the radiometric system. Preliminary expe
ments performed with a finite-thickness homogeneo
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FIG. 4. Reconstructed profiles from the two sides of the 1 mm samp
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sample and a gradually expanded Gaussian beam pr
have shown that at low frequencies the signal phase
creases with increasing beam size but never reaches the
dimensional theoretically expected value of245°. Possible
effects of machining of the steel samples on the thermal
fusivity depth profile are discussed in Ref. 4 and were fou
to be very small compared to the steep profiles seen in Fig
It was thus concluded that the reconstructed profiles w
hardly affected by the machining of the sample.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have described an improved, relia
nondestructive thermal-wave remote sensing method w
allows the reconstruction of thermal diffusivity profiles in a
inhomogeneous sample. The sample may be an inhom
neous layer of finite thickness on a homogeneous substra
free standing layer, i.e., with air as the substrate; or a se
infinite solid with its inhomogeneity continuously varyin
and attaining the value of the homogeneous bulk diffusiv
We have investigated case-hardened steel samples w
show the potential of this technique as a nondestructive, n
contact quality control methodology for near-surface p
cessing of materials. The quantitative diffusivity depth p
Downloaded 18 Jul 2008 to 128.100.49.17. Redistribution subject to AIP
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files obtained for case-hardened steel were found
anticorrelate, at least qualitatively, with destructive micr
hardness measurements.
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